lists all 185 features that were used for classifier training. These features were extracted from direct question answers or derived scores and measurements from 7 questionnaires: [a] Long Form General Depression Scale [1, 2] (ADSL), [b] Perceived Stress Questionnaire [3] (PSQ), [c] Short Form 8 Health Survey [4] (SF8), [d] German version of the Tinnitus Questionnaire [5] (TQ), [e] Tinnitus Localisation and Quality [6] (TLQ), [f] visual analogue scales measuring tinnitus loudness, frequency and distress (TINSKAL), and [g] a sociodemographics questionnaire [7] (SOZK).
No Feature Description 1 ADSL adsl01 "During the past week I was bothered by things that usually don't bother me." 2 ADSL adsl02 "During the past week I did not feel like eating; my appetite was poor." 3 ADSL adsl03 "During the past week I felt that I could not shake off the blues even with help from my family or friends." 4 ADSL adsl04 "During the past week I felt I was just as good as other people." 5 ADSL adsl05 "During the past week I had trouble keeping my mind on what I was doing." 6 ADSL adsl06 "During the past week I felt depressed." 7 ADSL adsl07 "During the past week I felt that everything I did was an effort." 8 Your attitude to the noise makes no difference to how it affects you.
TQ tin07
Most of the time the noises are fairly quiet. 141 TQ tin08 I worry that the noises will give me a nervous breakdown.
TQ tin09
Because of the noises I have difficulty in telling where sounds are coming from.
TQ tin10
The way the noises sound is really unpleasant. 144 TQ tin11 I feel I can never get away from the noises.
TQ tin12
Because of the noises I wake up earlier in the morning. 146 TQ tin13 I worry whether I will be able to put up with this problem for ever.
TQ tin14
Because of the noises it is more difficult to listen to several people at once.
TQ tin15
The noises are loud most of the time.
TQ tin16
Because of the noises I worry that there is something seriously wrong with my body.
TQ tin17
If There is very little one can do to cope with the noises.
TQ tin22
The noises sometimes give me a pain in the ear or head.
TQ tin23
When I feel low and pessimistic the noise seems worse. 157 TQ tin24 I am more irritable with my family and friends because of the noises.
TQ tin25
Because of the noises I have tension in the muscles of my head and neck.
TQ tin26
Because of the noises other people's voices sound distorted to me.
TQ tin27
It will be dreadful if these noises never go away. 161 TQ tin28 I worry that the noises might damage my physical health.
TQ tin29
The noise seems to go right through my head.
TQ tin30
Almost all my problems are caused by these noises.
TQ tin31
Sleep is my main problem.
TQ tin32
It's the way you think about the noise -NOT the noise itself which makes you upset. 166 TQ tin33 I have more difficulty following a conversation because of the noises. 167 TQ tin34 I find it harder to relax because of the noises.
TQ tin35
My noises are often so bad that I cannot ignore them.
TQ tin36
It takes me longer to get to sleep because of the noises. 170 TQ tin37 I sometimes get very angry when I think about having the noises. 171 TQ tin38 I find it harder to use the telephone because of the noises. 172 TQ tin39 I am more liable to feel low because of the noises. 173 TQ tin40 I am able to forget about the noises when I am doing something interesting.
TQ tin41
Because of the noises life seems to be getting on top of me. 175 TQ tin42 I have always been sensitive about trouble with my ears.
TQ tin43
I often think about whether the noises will ever go away. 177 TQ tin44 I can imagine coping with the noises.
TQ tin45
The noises never 'let up'.
TQ tin46
A stronger person might be better at accepting this problem. 180 TQ tin47 I am a victim of my noises.
TQ tin48
The noises have affected my concentration.
TQ tin49
The noises are one of those problems in life you have to live with.
TQ tin50
Because of the noises I am unable to enjoy the radio or television.
TQ tin51
The noises sometimes produce a bad headache. 185 TQ tin52 I have always been a light sleeper. Table 1 : Feature overview.
Overview of all 185 features which were used for classification. TQ: German version of the Tinnitus Questionnaire [5] ; PSQ: Perceived Stress Questionnaire [3] ; SF8: Short Form 8 Health Survey [4] ; ADSL: General Depression Scale -long form [2] ; SOZK: sociodemographics questionnaire; TINSKAL: visual analogue scales measuring tinnitus loudness, frequency and distress, TLQ: Tinnitus Localisation and Quality [6] .
Supplementary B: hyperparameter tuning
In this study, 11 classification algorithms were employed: LASSO [8] (lasso), RIDGE (ridge), weighted k-nearest neighbour classifier [9] (wknn), Naïve Bayes classifier (nb), support vector machine [10] (svm), a feed-forward neural network with one single hidden layer [11] (nnet), generalised partial least squares [12] (gpls), CART decision tree [13] (cart), C5.0 decision tree [14] (c5.0), random forest [15] (rf) and gradient boosted trees [16] (gbt).
All classifiers were implemented with the statistical programming language R [17] using the package mlr [18] , which provides a consistent interface to many machine learning algorithms from other R packages. A grid search was employed for hyperparameter tuning using area under the ROC curve (AUC) as evaluation measure. Supplementary C: best model
The classifier that induced the best model was lasso (AUC=0.87±0.04). For each feature selection iteration, Figure 1 shows a heatmap of model reliance (M R) scores for all features. After iteration i = 1, 89 out of the 185 features were kept for model training in i = 2. The feature selection wrapper converges at i7 with a model that uses 6 features, each with a M R exceeding 1. Notably, the removal of 97% of features from i = 1 to i = 7 let to much simpler model, while only dropping marginally in AUC (-0.02). Figure 1 : M R convergence for lasso classifier. Heatmap of retained and discarded features for each feature selection iteration for the lasso classifier. A blue-shaded cell represents a feature with a model reliance exceeding 1 whereas a grey cell represents a feature that was discarded from model training in the next iteration. The top subfigure shows AUC for the models of each iteration.
